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Nickel-phosphorous (Ni–P) powders and films were prepared by electroless deposition on copper 

particle and brass substrate and investigated with different techniques. Microstructure investigations 

show that powder sample owns a more developed porous microstructure and a higher amorphous 

fraction than film sample. The potentiodynamic polarization analysis reveals that the Ni–P powders 

own the better corrosion resistance ability compared with film, which agrees with the results of the 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). The Mott-Schottky approach indicates a lower 

conductive behaviour of Ni–P powder sample compared with film sample. Cyclic voltammetry tests 

indicate that Ni–P powders exhibit a higher catalytic activity for electro-oxidation of ethanol in 

alkaline solution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The amorphous alloys, also called metallic glasses, owing to their good magnetic, mechanical, 

catalytic properties and corrosion resistance, have attracted the interest of many researchers for 

decades [1]. For example, ferrous-group-based glasses had been widely applied to transformer 

component [2]. Electroless Ni–P coatings, firstly developed by Brenner and Riddell, have been 

extensively used in mechanical, chemical and electronic industries [3]. Ni–P coatings can be prepared 

by electroless deposition from the solution containing metal ions, reducing agents, operating in a 

specific temperature and pH ranges [4, 5]. And a phosphorous compound shows excellent properties 

such as bright appearance, high hardness, outstanding wear and corrosion resistance, good mechanical 
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properties as well as catalytic properties due to its amorphous microstructure [6-9]. Amorphous is an 

unstable states and it has the trends to be crystalline phase under high temperature and press. Lu. et al. 

[10] have studied the physical properties of nanocrystalline Ni–P ribbons. It is interesting to study the 

microstructure comparison between Ni–P powders and film. 

The electrochemical properties of the electroless Ni–P alloy can be controlled by tuning the 

content of phosphorous in the deposition [11]. The Ni–P coatings composition depends on the bath 

composition, pH values and temperature of solution. The microstructure of them depends on the 

method of preparation (electro- or electroless deposition) and P content [12]. Electroless Ni–P is the 

barrier coating which protects the substrate by sealing it from the environment. The corrosion 

resistances of the coatings are excellent due to its amorphous nature and passivity [13]. Passive films 

formed on amorphous Ni–P electrodes in the corrosion process show a semiconductive behaviour, 

which might be related to their corrosion resistance. It is essential to assess their electronic properties 

to obtain a better understanding of the electrochemical behaviour of the surface films. The Mott-

Schottky test has been widely used and it is a valid method to measure the semiconductive character 

like  the acceptor and donor density in the surface film [14]. However, to the authors’ knowledge, there 

is rarely report on the relationship between the semiconductive behaviour and corrosion resistance of 

Ni–P powders and film.  

Ni–contained electrocatalysts for alcohol oxidation have been an promising and widespread 

commercial use due to its high efficiency, low cost, environmental friendly and simplicity preparation 

[15-17]. Moreover, Nickel-based alloys have been one cheap catalyst to improve the oxidation 

efficiency in the alcohol oxidation. It has been demonstrated that in alkaline medium the polar organic 

compounds can be anodic oxidized by pure Ni electrode. Porous materials such as Ni–P powders 

present an excellent catalysis for ethanol oxidation in alkaline solution own to numeric pores and 

cavities in the range of molecular dimensions as well as channels formed in the interior of 

microstructure [18, 19]. Fleischmann et al. explained the alcohols oxidation mechanism of Ni electrode 

involving electron transfer mediation by Ni(OH)2/NiOOH redox couple in the oxide film [19, 20]. It is 

meaningful to compare the electrocatalytic feature of Ni–P powders with that of film.   

In this paper, we chose copper powders (with a diameter of 60 μm) and brass sheet as 

substrates for electroless deposition. The microstructure, morphology, corrosion resistance, 

semiconductor feature and catalytic properties and relationship between these behaviours were 

investigated.  

 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Electroless deposition  

Table 1 shows the bath compositions and operating conditions for preparing Ni–P coatings. 

Before electroless deposition, the brass substrates were cut into 3×5 cm areas, and polished to mirror 

finish with 3000 grit SiC paper, mechanically. And then the pure copper particles and brass substrates 

are subjected to the pretreatment process. Firstly they were degreased in the 30 % NaOH solution for 
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10 min, rinsed thoroughly with distilled water, acetone immersing and deionized water cleaning as 

follows, at last, dried in air.  

 

Table 1. Chemical composition and operating conditions of the electroless nickel deposition bath. 

 

Bath composition  Deposition condition 

Component Concentration  Parameter Value 

Nickel sulfate 25 g/L  pH 5±0.1 

Natrium aceticum 12 g/L  Temperature 85±1.0℃ 

Lactic acid 28 ml/L  Deposition during 1 h 

Sodium hypophosph

ite 

25 g/L  Deposition rate 38 μm/h 

 

Ni–P powders were prepared by electroless deposition using pure copper particles (with a 

diameter of 60 μm) as substrates. The Ni–P powders were made as electrodes: (1) a certain amount of 

1×1 cm areas nickel foam was selected as electrode substrate, which should be degreased in 35 % HCl 

solution and cleaned in distilled water for 3 or 4 times; (2) the mass proportion of the specimen 

pulverized into ultrafine powders with agate mortar combined with polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 

and graphite is 8:1:1; (3) then they were mixed into black mixture with N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone, 

stirring fully with the magnetic stirrer; (4) at last, we put nickel foam into the mixture, transferred the 

foam covered with the mixture into drying oven at 90 
0
C for 8 h. 

 

2.2 Microstructure and morphology characterization  

The phases of the samples were characterized using an X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα 

radiation in the 2θ range from 10 to 90 degree. The morphological images of original Ni–P alloy and 

specimen after potentiodynamic polarization were obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

And transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to observe atomic microstructure.  

 

2.3 Electrochemical test 

Electrochemical experiments were performed in a three-electrode cell using an 

electrochemistry work station (CHI660E, Chenhua instrument Ltd., Shanghai) at 25 
0
C. A typical 

three-electrode system was obtained in these measurements: the working electrode was stationary 

specimen, a Pt foil was used as the counter electrode and the Hg/HgCl electrode filled with saturation 

KCl solution (SCE) was used as the reference electrode. We also used the Hg/HgO electrode filled 

with 1 M NaOH solution as reference electrode for testing corrosion properties in alkaline solution. 

Tafel tests were performed in a 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution and 1 M NaOH solution respectively 

in the range from -1.8 to 1.8 V. The parameters of the Tafel tests were obtained from the fitting 

function of CHI 660E. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of Ni–P alloys was 
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performed after open-circuit potential (OCP) tests in 1 M NaOH solution for 120 min until the open-

circuit potentials were steady. Data fitting and elements analysis were performed by using the 

ZSimpwin simulating software. The Mott-Schottky tests were carried out in 1 M NaOH solution with 

the potential from -1.0 to 0.2 V. The impedance was recorded at 1000 Hz frequency to avoid the 

frequency dispersion in Mott-Schottky tests. The cycle voltammetric behaviour was characterized in 

solutions of 1.0 M NaOH; 1 M NaOH in the presence of 1 M ethanol. In order to obtain the 

electrochemical data with the same condition, all the electrochemical tests used a constant scan rate of 

5 mV/s. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Microstructure and morphology 

 
 

Figure 1. XRD patterns of powder and film samples. 

 

Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns of Ni–P alloy, revealing the characteristic broad diffraction 

peaks from 20 to 40 degree (2θ), and no visible diffraction peaks corresponding to crystalline phases 

except obviously sharp peaks from substrates Cu and Cu0.64Zn0.36 for powders and film, respectively. 

Based on the intensity of substrate phases, the fraction of amorphous phase fa of powders is higher than 

that of film. Different from Georgiza’s work [21], no nanocrystalline nickel phase is revealed in our 

XRD patterns.  
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Figure 2. SEM images of powder sample (a and b) and film sample (c and d). EDS of A point: cP = 

16.72 at%, B point: cP = 8.9 at%. 

 

The surface morphology of Ni–P powders and film can be observed in Fig. 2. Dense base 

covered by the particles in the size of 50 nm to 400 nm as well as thin aggregates can be observed in 

the surface of the Ni–P powder sample (Fig. 2a and b); the whole morphology of Ni–P film is smooth 

or with a lower surface roughness except some stripe-like folds and tiny holes, resulting from the 

inhomogeneity of electroless deposition (Fig. 2c and d). Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS) shows 

that the phosphorus content of Ni–P powders or film is respectively 16.7 % or 8.9 %.  

Fig. 3 exhibits the TEM bright field images and corresponding selected area diffraction 

(SAED) patterns of both samples. The bright field image of the powder sample shows a maze-like 

pattern with separated round dark zones in size of about 5 nm (Fig. 3a). There exist a typical 

amorphous halo in the SAED pattern (Fig. 3b), which is corresponding with the atomic arranging 

pattern in its bright filed images. Besides, there present crystalline spots indexed as Ni12P5, which 

agrees well with the results of the work of Yu et al. [22]. 

In the bright field image of film (Fig. 3c), a series of mutual parallel stripes contains regular 

arraying atoms beneath the maze-like atomic pattern. In the corresponding SAED (Fig. 3d), the 

amorphous halo is much slighter than that in case of powder sample, and the spots can be indexed as 

Ni12P5 as well as the substrate phase Cu0.64P0.36. 
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Figure 3. TEM images and the corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of (a) 

powder sample, and (c) film sample. (b) and (d) are SAED patterns of (a) and (c) , respectively. 

 

In addition, the bright area of the spots of film sample is higher than that of powder sample. It 

should be pointed out that the crystalline phases identified by TEM reflect the local microstructure of 

the sample [23]. The fact that the identified crystalline phases are not shown in XRD pattern is owing 

to the lower fraction of crystallites or the crystallites formation in TEM sample thinning. 
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3.2. Corrosion behaviour 

Fig. 4 shows the potentiodynamic polarization curves of the Ni–P powders and film in 3.5 wt% 

NaCl and 1 M NaOH solutions. In 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, the powder sample has a corrosion potential 

Ecorr of -0.66 Vsce, more positive than that of film sample.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Potentiodynamic polarization curves of studied samples in (a) 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, (b) 1 

M NaOH solution (scan rate: 5 mV/s). 

 

The film sample has a current plateau i.e. passivation phenomenon, in the width of 0.3 V in the 

anodic part of the polarization curve, which is absent in the case of powder sample (Fig. 4a). Passivity 

can be explained according to the thickening of a P-enriched surface layer and the forming of Ni(OH)2 

that acts as the diffusion barrier for the dissolution of both components [24, 25]. In 1 M NaOH 
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solution, the Ecorr of powder sample is -0.14 V, more positive than the film sample and similar to the 

situation in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution. Both samples have a current plateau and a peak denoted as a1 in 

the anodic parts. The a1 of powder sample at 0.25 V is more gently and occurs earlier than the film 

sample (Fig. 4b). According to our earlier argument [26], the peak at 0.5 V is attributed to the 

destruction of passive film. The damage of passive film is companied with the come off of fragments 

into solution, and then the combination of OH
-
 and Ni into new passive film resulting the decrease of 

current density. There are visible Tafel regions in the cathodic polarization sides in Fig. 4. Hence, we 

can use the curves of cathodic polarization sides to obtain the kinetic parameters of corrosion such as 

corrosion current density (icorr), cathodic Tafel slope (c) and polarization resistance (Rp). The 

corrosion potential (Ecorr) with the polarization kinetic parameters (c, Rp and icorr) deduced from Fig. 4 

are summarized in Table 2. The corrosion potential (Ecorr) with the polarization kinetic parameters (icorr 

and Rp) deduced from Fig. 4 are summarized in Table 2. In both solutions, the icorr of powder sample is 

lower than that of film sample. In addition, Rp of powder sample is higher than film in both neutral and 

alkaline solution. These data indicate the resistance of powder sample is higher than film sample, 

which is consisted with their Ecorr variation [27]. In 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, the c of the powder 

sample is very close to that of film sample, while the c of the powder sample is lower than that of film 

sample, showing a different changing behaviour from that in former solution, which is valuable to 

further study. 

 

Table 2. Corrosion potential (Ecorr), corrosion current density (icorr), polarization resistance (Rp) and 

cathodic Tafel slope (c) calculated from polarization test in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution and 1 M 

NaOH solution of powder and film samples. 

 

Solution  Electrodes 
Ecorr  

(V) 

icorr  

(10
-5

Acm
-2

) 

Rp 

(Ωcm
2
) 

c 

(V/dec) 

3.5% NaCl Powders -0.66 3.1 1100 0.20 

 Film -0.78 10.0 403 0.19 

1 M NaOH Powders -0.14 2.0 2807 0.11 

 Film -0.54 3.9 2151 0.20 

 

Moreover, the icorr of each sample in NaCl solution is higher than in NaOH solution, which is 

corresponding with the larger Rp and larger Ecorr in alkaline solution, because OH
-
 is more inactive than 

Cl
-
.  

Fig. 5 gives the SEM images of Ni–P alloys after potentiodynamic polarization in 3.5 wt% 

NaCl and 1 M NaOH solutions. In 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, the powder sample fork like cracks on the 

dense base and the powder aggregates of surface powders are distinctly separated. (Fig. 5a), and film 

sample have some micro cracks besides the pits in size of less than 1 μm (Fig. 5b). EDS analysis 

shows that the phosphorus content of powder sample and film is 15.5 % and 9.5 %, respectively. In 1 

M NaOH solution, the crakes in the powder sample are more developed than that in NaCl solution 
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(Fig. 5c) and the dense base are frizzled. The cracks in the film sample is much more developed than 

that in NaCl solution (Fig. 5d), which agrees with the sharp peak a1 in the polarization curve (Fig. 4b) 

according to our earlier argument [26]. Moreover, EDS analysis also shows that the phosphorus 

content of powder sample and film is 13.5 % and 8.4 %, which is consistent with the phenomena in 

NaCl solution and before polarization (Fig. 2).  

 

 
 

Figure 5. (a and b) SEM images of powder and film samples after potentiodynamic polarization test in 

3.5 wt% NaCl solution and in (c and d) 1 M NaOH solution. EDS of A point: cP = 15.5 at%, B 

point: cP = 9.5 at%. C point: cP = 13.5 at%, D point: cP = 8.4 at%. 

 

3.3. EIS measurement 

The Nyquist plots of the powder sample and film in EIS measurements are shown in Fig. 6. 

The capacitive loop of the Ni–P powders is much larger than that of film.  

For both samples, the most suitable model can be expressed by an equivalent circuit 

(Rs(Qf(Rf(QdRt)))) (the inset in Fig. 6) consisting of two parallel RQs arrangement in series with the 

ohmic resistance and the mathematical expression of the impedance is shown in Eq. (1). 

  

s

f

f d t

1

/

1

1/ 1

Z R

j Q
R j Q R




 


 

                                              

(1) 
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where Rs is the solution resistance, Q is the constant phase element (CPE). Rt is the charge-

transfer resistance, Qd is the nonideal double layer capacity, Qf and Rf relate to the surface film 

features. Here, the pure capacity, Cx was replaced by the constant phase element, Qx. It is used to 

present the distribution of relaxation times, as a capacitive element to consider the deviations of the 

system from the ideality [28, 29]. The impedance of the CPE, can be defined by: 

 
CPE

1
 

n
Z

j Q
                                                                   (2) 

where n is a fitted parameter, which is associated with the extent of dispersion attributing to the 

surface inhomogeneity. Hence, for a CPE, the exponent n is less than one and for the ideal case C, the 

perfect capacitor n = 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Nyquist plots and equivalent circuit model (R(Q(R(QR)))) used to analysis the EIS data of 

studied electrodes in 1M NaOH solution (scan rate: 5 mV/s). 

 

In Eq. (1), the impedance Z is the transfer function of multiple variables (i.e., Rf, Rt, Rs Qf, Qd 

and ω). Whereas, once the parameters are determined by modeling, the impedance Z is a function of 

frequency ω, which generates an EIS spectrum. Moreover, the corrosion current density (i'corr) at Ecorr 

can be calculated from the impedance data [30] by: 

i'corr = 
t

RT

FnR
                                                                     (3) 
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where R is the gas constant, F is the constant of Faraday, n is the fitting parameter of Qf in Eq. 

(2), and T is the temperature.  

The fitted parameters with the equivalent circuit model as well as i'corr deduced from Eq. (3) are 

listed in Table 3. As is shown in Table 3, the charge transfer resistance Rt is much larger than other 

resistance values (Rs and Rf) for both powder and film samples. 

 

Table 3. Impedance parameter values of charge-transfer resistance (Rt), solution resistance (Rs), film 

resistance (Rf), surface oxide film capacitance (Qf), nonideal double layer capacitance (Qd), and 

corrosion current density (i'corr) of the powder and film samples in 1 M NaOH solution after 

holding the samples at open circuit potentials (OCP) for 2 h. 

 

Samples 
Rs 

(Ωcm
2
) 

Qf   (10
-

6
Fcm

-2
) 

n1 

(0-1) 

Rf     

(Ωcm
2
) 

Qd (10
-

5
Fcm

-2
) 

n2 

(0-1) 

Rt    

(Ωcm
2
) 

i'corr (10
-

5
Acm

-2
) 

Powders 5.76 2.9 0.84 4.9 2.7 0.83 41510 0.07 

Film 5.75 11.0 0.62 12.1 2.5 0.94 25210 0.10 

 

Hence, the charge-transfer resistance is the dominant parameters of the corrosion process, 

which is similar to the work of Meng et al. [27, 31]. The Rt of powder sample is obviously higher than 

film and the icorr of powder sample is lower than film, which means the stronger corrosion resistance 

ability of powder sample, and agrees with polarization curves. In addition, the larger n1 and smaller Qf 

of the powder sample indicate the formation of oxidation film in the electrode surface of powder 

sample is more easier than that of film. The reactions in an alkaline environment can result in localized 

precipitation of hydrated oxides (for example Ni(OH)2) [32, 33]. In other words, the protection 

Ni(OH)2 film formed more easily in powder sample than in the film sample.  

 

3.4. Passive layer Mott-Schottky Analysis  

In order to research the electronic properties of passivation films, the Mott-Schottky tests were 

carried out and shown in Fig. 7.  

We can observe the slops in the linear region of the Mott-Schottky plot for two samples are 

opposite, one is positive and another is negative, which present an interesting phenomenon that the 

passive film of powder and film samples are n-type and p-type, respectively. The linear part of the 

Mott-Schottky relationship for n-type and p-type semiconductor is described by Ter-Ovanessian et al. 

[29, 34-36]:  

2 2

SC

0 D

2
    C C

eN

   ( FB   
kT

E E
e

  )  for n-type semiconductor                             (4) 

2 2

SC

0 A

2
    C C

eN

      ( FB   
kT

E E
e

  )  for p-type semiconductor                         (5) 

where C is the measured capacitance, Csc is the capacitance of the space-charge, E is the 

applied potential, EFB is the flatband potential, k is the Boltzmann constant, ND and NA are the donor 
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density and acceptor density, respectively and e is the electron charge. Assuming that at the passive 

film/electrolyte interface, region is lower than that of the double layer and the latter capacitance can be 

neglected. ND and NA can be calculated by the slope of 2

SCC  vs. E and EFB can be obtained by 

extrapolation to 2

SCC  = 0 on the potential axis. Because the CPE behaviour was observed in 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy curves (Fig. 6), the measured capacitance is frequency-

dependent [35, 37]. The calculated EFB and the donor density ND and acceptor density NA for powder 

sample and film can be seen in Fig. 7. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Mott-Schottky relationships of (a) powder and film samples; (b) magnification of film 

obtained at 1000 Hz in 1 M NaOH solution (scan rate: 5 mV/s). 

 

In Fig. 7, the EFB of powder sample is obviously higher than film. This phenomenon is related 

to the energy level of semiconductor, two reactions generate in two different energy levels, which are 

valence band and conduction band with the corresponding powder sample and film sample. And the 

energy level of conduction band is higher than that of valence band in semiconductor energy band 

model [35, 38]. The higher energy band means that electron needs more energy to realize transition. 

Meanwhile, the doner density ND of the powder sample is lower than the acceptor density NA of 

film sample, indicating a lower charge carrier concentration, a lower disordered in passive film and a 

lower conductivity of powder sample, and there exist a corresponding between Mott-Schottky test, the 

EIS test and the Tafel test in the works of Freire et al. [14]. Generally, passive films formed on Ni–P 

samples are consisted of a lot of hydroxides or of a significant hydrated layer (NiO/NiOOH) which 

may generate the high values of charge carries [34]. The Mott-Schottky results are corresponding to 

higher Rt of powder sample in EIS test (Table 3). 
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3.5. Cyclic voltammetry of Ni–P samples 

Fig. 8 compares the cyclic voltammograms (CV) of powder and film samples in various 

solutions recorded at a potential sweep rate of 5 mV/s. The anodic part of CV curves of both samples 

is similar to their polarization curves. Bode et al. [39] demonstrated that at least two nickel hydroxides 

(such as - and -Ni(OH)2) and two hydrous oxides ( like - and -NiOOH) are electrochemically 

formed, each with distinguishable electrochemical properties and crystalline microstructure [6, 40]. 

The cathodic charge densities (qc, area above the peak '1) of the powder sample is approximately 

lower than the anodic charge densities (qa, area below the peak 1).  

 

 
 

Figure 8. Cyclic voltammograms of studied electrodes with the potential range of -1.2 to 0.6 V in (a) 1 

M NaOH solution, (b) 1 M NaOH in the presence of 1 M ethanol solution.  
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The qc, area above the peak '1 of the film sample is approximately equal to the qa, area below 

the peak 1 in Fig. 8a, demonstrating a good reversibility of the redox reaction, which is similar to the 

work of Kang et al. [40]. Many researchers suggested the presence of reversible process of  

2Ni Ni(OH)                                                                                                      (6) 

for Ni–P electrodes in alkaline solution in a low potential ranges. Comparison of the cyclic 

voltammogram with pure nickel and Ni–P electrodes in alkaline solutions shows that peak 1 may be 

assigned to the adsorption of OH
-
 and simultaneous oxidation of Ni to - Ni(OH)2. Besides, 

conversion of - Ni(OH)2 to a more stable - Ni(OH)2 may occur in this region. The cathodic peak '1 

is connected with the reduction of high valence nickel oxides Ni(OH)2 back to Ni [12, 18].  

The area of anodic peak 1 of powders electrode is larger than the cathodic peak '1. It is 

reasonable to suggest that the reaction of Eq. (6) is accompanied by another anodic process. As the 

work of Kang et al. [40], both elemental P and phosphide exist in a fresh Ni–P alloy sample. We can 

deduce that in the potential region P is oxidized. The reasonable reaction may be described as 

following form [6]: 
3

4 2P 8OH PO 4H O 5e                                                            (7) 

The potential and area of cathodic peak '1 of Ni–P powders electrode are similar to those of 

Ni–P film electrode '1. Therefore, the reaction attributed to peak '1 is the same as the reaction for 

film: Ni(OH)2/Ni.  

In the alkaline solution with the addition of ethanol, there exist two peaks P1 and P2 in the 

anodic part of CV curves of the powder sample (Fig. 8b). The peak p1 at -0.5 V locates earlier than the 

peak 1 in NaOH solutions, and should be ascribed to Ni/- Ni(OH)2 conversion and other peak p2 at -

0.2 V is allocated to the  -Ni(OH)2/-Ni(OH)2 conversion and -Ni(OH)2/NiOOH oxidation process 

[18, 41, 42]:  

2 2Ni(OH) Ni(OH)                                                                    
(8)

 

- -

2 2Ni(OH) +OH NiOOH+ H O+e  
                                              (9) 

In the anodic direction, NiOOH served as a strong oxidizing agent and Ni
3+

 sites
 
are 

regenerated by the power source and used as active surface for ethanol oxidation [18, 42, 43]:
 

2 2NiOOH+ RCH OH Ni(OH) + RC HOH 
                                           (10)  

- -

2RC HOH+3OH RCOOH+ 2H O+3e                                              (11) 

here, R refers to the functional group –CH2 of enthanol.   

The main difference between the cyclic voltammograms of powder and film samples is that the 

peak areas of the powder sample are obviously bigger than those of film sample (Fig. 8b). The higher 

anodic peaks demonstrate that more low valence Ni can be oxidized to Ni
2+ 

(Ni(OH)2) in the powder 

sample. On the other hand, the powder sample can serve as substrate in catalytic process and maybe 

supply more activity oxidation sites Ni
3+ 

than the film sample, which is attributed to its unique porous 

microstructure with a larger special surface area, according to the argument in Azizi et al. [18, 43, 44]. 

At the same time, the cathodic peak P'1 current intensity (assigned to NiOOH reduction) of the powder 

sample is higher compared with the film sample in Fig. 8b. As a result, more NiOOH could be reduced 

and subsequently the intensity of cathodic peak P'1 increases according to a higher electrocatalytic 
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activity toward ethanol oxidation [6]. These results indicate that the powder sample own a higher 

electrocatalytic activity toward ethanol oxidation than the film sample.  

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Amorphous Ni–P prepared by electroless method into two different forms respectively is 

powders and thin films by two different substrates. In microstructure aspects, the powder sample 

owning a porous microstructure, which have the more amorphous characteristic compared with the 

film using XRD and TEM. The corrosion behaviour of the samples was examined using 

potentiodynamic polarization test and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The 

potentiodynamic polarization analysis shows that the powder sample had a higher corrosion resistance 

than film sample. The polarization resistance Rp and electrochemical transfer resistance Rt (deduced 

from EIS) of the powder sample are obviously higher than these of the film sample. Ni–P powders and 

film present two different types of semiconductor in the surface of passive films and powder sample 

own a lower donor density ND according to the Mott-Schottky tests, which agrees well with the results 

of Tafel tests and EIS tests. Cyclic voltammetry indicate that the powder sample exhibits significantly 

higher catalytic activity for electro-oxidation of ethanol, which is possibly ascribed to its higher Rt and 

ND.   
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